BRITISH   ADMINISTRATION
the Turkish Ministry of Interior in April, 1913, had directed
that the use of Arabic should be allowed in the Courts of
Justice and in public offices. In spite of the failure to carry out
this concession literally, the use of Turkish was more of an
affront to Arab sentiment than a handicap to litigation.
Turkish was, and in many centres still is, the polite language,
much as French was at the Courts of Prussia and Russia in the
eighteenth century.
Although criminal cases could be tried in these newly
established civil courts, the bulk of such cases was not sent to
them. Serious cases, mainly robbery under arms, continued to
be tried by military courts, under a highly summary procedure.l
In Basra, cAshar, 'Amara and Nasiriya, the Military or Deputy
Military Governors decided disputes of all kinds, while in the
districts the same powers were exercised by Political Officers.
Until after the fall of Baghdad no civil courts existed outside
of Basra town.
Justice in Tribal Areas
It was soon evident that the 'Iraq Code could not be applied
in its entirety to the tribal areas, comprising practically all of
the Occupied Territories outside the towns. It was also clear
that special powers were needed by the Political Officers to
dispose of civil and criminal cases in their districts. To meet the
situation, the Tribal Criminal and Civil Disputes Regulation
was drawn up by Mr. H. R. C. Dobbs,3 on the lines of the Indian
1	Admin. Rep., Basrah, 1917: Rep. Military Governor of Basrah, 1917, p. 199.
2	Henry Robert Conway Dobbs, g.b.e., k.c.s.i , k.c m g., k.c.i.e. (1871-1934),
may be rightfully called one of the makers of modern 'Iraq. He saw wide and
distinguished service in India, Persia and Afghanistan. As Revenue and Judicial
Commissioner to Baluchistan, 1909, 1911 and 1917, he came into direct contact
with the 'Sandeman System'.   He was under orders as Resident to Turkish
Arabia when war broke out in 1914, but it was as Revenue Commissioner that
he supervised the organization of administration, 1915-16, while Sir Percy Cox,
Chief Political Officer, enlarged political relations with the Arabs.  Versatile in
talents, but essentially an administrator, he brought to the difficult period,
1923-9, when he served as High Commissioner to 'Iraq, a great capacity for
realistic thinking, a highly developed sense of duty, and a deep loyalty to the
Empire which dominated all his relations with the Arabs.
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